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1. Introduction

In this Note we shall consider an elastic, homogeneous, isotropic and centro-
symmetric body filling up the region B bounded by the surface A. Under the effect
of external loadings the body will get deformed: A displacement field u(x, t) and
a rotation field to (x, f) will appear changing with x (position) and t (time).

The state of strain will be characterized by two asymmetric tensors, namely
by the strain tensor yn and the curvature -twist tensor K#. They are connected by
the relations [1]—[4]:

(1.1) yn = ut,s— eicH cok, ^n = on, )•

The state of stress is described also by two asymmetric tensors, namely by the
force-stress tensor pa and the couple-stress tensor M#. The relation between the
state of stress and that of strain is described by the following constitutive equations

(1.2) an = (fi+a) yn+i/j, — a)
(1.3) /Xji = (y+s) X]i+{y — e) x

The symbols a, /3, y, s, fj,, A stand for the material constants.
Substituting Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) into the equations of motion we get

(1.4) ffjitj+Xi — Qui = 0

(1.5) em Gjk+Mi,}+ Yi - Jm = 0, i,j, k = 1, 2, 3.

Next, expressing the quantities yn and K# in terms of ui and co*, respectively, we
obtain a system of equations in vector form

(1.6)

(1.7)

where

D2«+(
•4<*>+

• 2 = OH

V2

A+/4 — a) grad div u+2a rot to+X = 0,
(fi+y — e) grad div to+2a rot u+Y = 0,

-a) V2 - QO), D4 = (y+e) V2 - 4a - Jo),
d d d2co

= — 7—, to == -r-7- = dt 10 .
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Here X denotes the body force vector and Y the body couple vector, while stja
is the well-known Cartesian e-tensor, the components of which are + 1 (—1) if
i,j, k is an even peimutation of 1, 2, 3; they are 0 if two subscripts are equal. Eqs.
(1.6) and (1.7) can be separated by decomposing the vectors u and w into potential
and solenoidal parts

u = grad #+rot<p, w == grad 95+rot 3»,
< L 8 )

Decomposing in a similar way the expressions for the body forces and couple-
body forces

(1.9) X = Q (grad A+rot x ) , Y = /(grad c+rot Y))

we obtain from (1.6) and (1.7) the following system of wave equations

(1.10) D

(1.11) U

(1.12) (D 2 D4+4a2 V2) T == 2a/rotr\ -

(1.13) (n2n4+4a2V

In the above equations there is

Di = (A+2^) V2 - gdj, D 3 = (|8+2y) W - 4a - Jdj.

Eq. (1.10) describes the longitudinal wave, Eq. (1.11) corresponds to the rotation
wave, while Eqs. (1.12) and (1.13) represent the modified transverse waves.

In what follows we shall be concerned solely with the wave equation (1.11).
We write it in the form

(1.14) (v2 - ^d\ - ^)rp(x, t)+~<r(x, t) = 0,

where v2 4a /j8+2y\ 1/2

The differential equation (1.14) is known in mathematical physics as Kle in -
Gordon equation. It is of use in quantum electrodynamics (interaction of electrons
with the radiation field) [5], [6]. For v = 0, Eq. (1.14) reduces to the classical scalar
wave equation. In this communication we shall attempt to generalize the known
theorems on the longitudinal wave of classical elastikinetics on the problem of
propagation of rotation wave in the theory of asymmetric elasticity.

2. Solution of mm homogeneous wave equation

Let us consider the wave equation (1.14) in an infinite region. The propagation
of the rotation wave is brought about by the action of sources a (x, t) distributed
within a finite region. The initial conditions for the (^-function are assumed to be
homogeneous.
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In order to solve Eq. (1.14) we recur to Green's function G(x, \, t) verifying
the following differential equation

(2.1) (va - -^ a? - -^-) <p (x, 0 = -4nd (x - 0 <5 (0

with homogeneous initial conditions

(2.2) G(x,5,0) = 0, G(x (?,0) = 0,

under the assumption that G—>0 for | ^ i + ^ + x | | -> oo.

The right hand side of Eq. (2.1) represents a concentrated instantaneous
disturbance, acting at the point %. Performing on Eq. (2.1) the Laplace integral
transformation — the initial conditions as described by Eq. (2.2) being preserved —
we get

(2.3)

where

o

The solution of Eq. (2.3) satisfying the condition G -> 0 at infinity is given by the
function

(2.4) G(x, I,P) - — exp ( - - j

where

Let us perform the integral transformation on Eq. (1.14) bearing in mind homo-
geneous initial conditions for the 95-function. We obtain the following equation

/ I \ 1 .
(2.5) V2 - — (P2+V2) <p (x,p)+—a (x,p) = 0.

It may be easily seen that by an appropriate combination of Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5)
we arrive at the equation

I ((?V2 (p-<pWGf)dV= j aGdV+An I 8 (x — © ̂  (x,p) dF(x)

whence, performing Green's transformation, we get

.2.6)
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The term djdn represents the differentiation with respect to the external normal.
As regards the propagation of the rotation wave in an infinite region we may drop
the surface integral in (2.6). Taking into account (2.4) we have

R \

R (X, %)
v

where

a(x,p) _
F(x,%,p)dV(x),

(2.7') F(x, %,p) = exp ( - ^ Vpt+v2) ~ exp

Bearing in mind the reciprocals of Laplace transformation [7]

(2.9) £-1 (F(R,P)) = ly^Zj^ n[t~) = F(R, t),

where

^T1

R
0 for t< — ,

R
1 for t>T

is the Heaviside function, and bearing in mind also the formula for the convolution
t t

(2.10) £ - 1 («?./) = j a ( x , t - T ) / ( X , T) rfr = / tf (x, T ) / ( X , / - T) rfr
0 0

we can write the function <p (%, t) in the form

i r dv(x) r
00

The function Jy (z) appearing in (2.9) is Bessel's function of the first kind
and first order.

In the first integral at the right-hand side of Eq. (2.11) we have in the term describ-
R

ing the function a the argument t . This is to denote the moment prior to

R
the moment t for which the integral is calculated. The difference — separating
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these two moments corresponds to the time interval necessary for the wave to cover
the distance between the point x and the point %, for which the integral is calculated.
The first integral in the right-hand part of the relation (2.11) represents the retarded
potential. In particular, for a =f(t) 8 (x), i.e. when the disturbance is concentrated
at the origin of the coordinate system and changes with time starting with the moment
/ = 0 in accordance with the function / ( / ) , we obtain from (2.11)

where Ro = (x\+xl+x\f2.
Let us consider, in turn, the two-dimensional problem, wherein the wave iimction

does not depend on the variable x3. Green's function for the two-dimensional,
problem has to verify the following equation

(2.13) {dt+dl - -^d\ - —j G(xhx2; ft, h, t) = -2nd(t)d(Xl - ft) <H*2 - h)

with homogeneous initial conditions and with the condition G -> 0 for |#?+je|| -> po
Performing on the relation (2.13) the integral Laplace transformation we obtain

(2.14) ( d f + ^ - -^(p2+v2)j G(xu x2; ft, ^,p) = -

The solution of this equation reads as follows [8]

(2.15) G(r,p)=KQ(

where r = ((x\ - ft)2+fe - h)2]U2 • Here, the symbol Ko (z) stands for the
modified Bessel's function of the third kind and zero order. After performing on
Eq. (2.15) the inverse Laplace transformation we have

c cos(vy t2 — r2lc2) I r
(2.16) G(r,t) = ) Hit

The function G being thus known we can determine the function cp from the following
formula similar to (2.6)

°^p) G(x- ̂ dA (x)+-£* f[°% - * £)dL

If we consider the infinite region, the curvilinear integral, wanishes and what remains
reads as below

1 r\
(2.17) cp ( | b |2 , p) = " j ^ " J 0 (xh x2, p) G (x{, x2l ft, h> P) dx, dx2.
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After performing on (2.17) the inverse Laplace transfonnation we arrive at

(2.18)
t

1 C C <*(xi, X2, t— r) i / / ' \

*<*•l2' ° = 2 ^ J dx» dx*j i 7 s r ^ c o s ^ 2 -r2/c7) H\^~)ch-
A 0

In the particular case of the disturbance a — 8 (x\) d (X2)f(t) we obtain from (2.18)

t

(2.19) <p (xu x2, t) = ^- f {}\o
r). cos {?]/* - rl/c*) H(r-ro/c) dx

o

where r0 = {x\+x\)m.
Let us remark that for v = 0 ( ^ = 0 ) the formulae (2.11) and (2.18) give the

solution of the classical scalar wave equation [9].

3. Solution of homogeneous wave equation

We shall give this solution taking into account the initial conditions.
Let us consider the homogeneous equation of the rotation wave

(3.1)

with non-homogeneous initial conditions

(3-2) ] cP (x, 0) = g (x), q> (x, 0) = h (x).

We perform on Eq. (3.1) the integral transformation taking into account (3.2).
We get then the equation

(3-3) (V2 - ~(P2+v2) Jy (x,p) = - 10 (x )+ /* (x ) ) .

Combining in an appropriate way Eqs. (3.3) and (2.3) and integrating them over
the infinite region we obtain the following expression for the function q>.

(3.4) £ (|, p) = -±g J (pg (x)+A (x)) G (x, | , p) dV (x)

or else

i f
+ -7—T (pg(x)+h(x))F(x,Z,,p)dV(x),

rTtC J
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The function F appearing in (3.5) is determined by formula (2.7') while its inverse
transform by formula (2.9). The inverse transformation of (3.5) reads as follows

\ 8 \ —

Let us now consider the integral

Introducing spherical coordinates (R, 0, yi) we can express the current coordinates of
the sphere & in terms of coordinates of the centre of the sphere x<. Thus

: Si = Xi+Tli Rt,
where

7*i = sin 6 cos y>, ni = sin 0 sin y>, 773 = cos 0,

0 < 0 < 71, 0 < y> < 2jr.

The introduction of spherical coordinates gives dV = R2 sin 0 dd dR dip. Bearing
this in mind and taking advantage of the following property of the Dirac function

Jf(rj)d(v~t)ciri=f(t)
v

we reduce the integral (3.7) to the form

'R

c!h ^1 2n nchpfht (xt+m ct) sin
V 0 0

This integral is to be considered as arithmetical mean of the function h on the surface
of the sphere with unitary radras. Introducing the notation

1 r r
Met {h(xi, t)} — -7— dip I h (xi+m ct) sin 6 dO

0 0

we rewrite the formula (3.6) in the form

d
(3.8) <p (x, t) = t Mot {h (xu t)} + ~~{t Mcl {hg(xu t)}]+

v
Let us remark that for v = 0 (F = 0) only the two first terms remain at the right
hand side of the formula (3.8). These are the Poisson's integrals for the classical
scalar wave equation [10].
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For the two-dimensional problem we obtain — following a similar trend of
considerations and taking into account the function G (r, t) from the formula
(2.16) — the following expression for the function <p:

ct In

(3.9) <p (xi, x2, 0 = - ^ I I \h (xx+r cos •&, x2+r sin
0 0

d 1 cos v

+ £ (xi +r cos §, X2+r sin §) — j -'-—- r dr dfr,

where r = (fa - W+(x2 - l2)
2)"2.

Here also for v = 0 one obtains the known solution of the scalar wave equation.
The solution of the one-dimensional problem is known [11]. It reads as follows

1
(3.10) v(xi,t) = —g (xi - ct) +g (xi+ct) -

vt ' r

2c J

x , - h'2

CCj + C*

/

l r i , / Ixi-d
2c

For the particular case v = 0 we obtain the known solution of the scalar wave
equation

Xi+Ct

(3.11) (p(Xut)= — f— f
tx^—ct

4. The generalized Kirchhoff formula

Let cp (x, 0 be the solution of the homogeneous wave

(4-1)

Its partial derivatives of the first and second order are continuous on and within
the closed surface A. Let % be a point within the surface A. We shall demon-
strate that the value of the function <p at the point % will assume the form

t

1 / r (T

" ̂  J ̂ (x) J I r ( i ? > d I 1 \ 1 dR d

U(x),
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where R denotes the distance between the point % and a typical point x of A, d/dn
indicates the differentiation along the external normal to A and square brackets
signify the retarded value. The function F(R, t) is given by formula (2.4).

If, however, the point \ is situated outside A, the value of the integral in (4.2)
is zero.

To prove this assertion we shall take advantage of the formula (2.6) assuming
ff = 0. Introducing into this expression Q from the formula (2.4) we get after some
simple transformations

(4.3) , , & ; , ) - - —

1 dR I , / R ,— —\ dip I R
— I w y p^-\-v^sxp I y p^-\-v^\ —• — exp I

Re dn \ \ c I dn \ c.

Introducing the notations

dep I R

dn \ c

I R

we reduce (4.3) to the form

exp ( y p* + v^ I — exp p
C I \ C

1 C\
A

The inverse Laplace transformation performed on (4.4) leads to Eq. (4.2). We take
in this operation the following formulae into account

t

]= I <p(x,t-T)dl— -

(4.5) °(

R

â -i rdy(x,t-T) IR \ d y r f "â -i rdy(x,t-T) IR \
d/zj J <)n \c ] dn

The generalized Kirchhoff formula (4.2) affords the integral formulation of
Huygen's principle for the rotation wave.

In the particular case, for v = 0 (F= 0) Eq. (4.2) transforms into the known
Kirchhoff formula for the classical wave equation [11].
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In the case of monochromatic vibrations, i.e. if

(4.6) cp (x, 0 = cp* (x) e~imt, G(xXt)=^G(x,%)e-iat

we obtain from (4.2) the following expression for the function 99*:

(
A

where R = — (co2 - v2)i/2 _

Eq. (4.7) holds true for co > v since only in this case the rotation wave with
real phase velocity is possible. The appearance of the term o> corresponding to the
vibration frequency in the formula describing the phase velocity indicates that the
wave undergoes dispersion. For v = 0 Eq. (4.7) transforms into the known Helmholtz
formula [11].
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B. HOBAUKHH, PACIIPOCTPAHEHHE POTAIJHOHHMX BOJIH B ACCHMETPH-
HECKOH ynpyrocTH

B pa6oTe paccMaTpimaeTCH pacnpocTpaiieiine poTaipiOHHofl: BOJIHW B 6eCKOHeiHOfi ynpyrott
cpefle. flaioTCfl nooiepe«Ho: peinenae neoflHopo#Horo BOJIHOBOI-O ypaBHeHHH, o6o6meHHbie
HHTerpajiH IlyaccoHa, a Taoce o6o6menHe (jwpMyji KHpxro(])<j>a H FejibMrojibua Ha accuMeTpH-

ynpyrocTb. KoHCTarapoBaHO, HTO flJifl v = 0 nonyiatoTCH H3BecTHbie pe3yjibTaTti, OTHO-
K KJiaccmecKOMy cKanflpHOMy BOJiHOBOMy


